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Since the initial outbreak of COVID-19 the team at GO 4 Schools has supported our customers with 

constant changes and updates to their daily processes. Functionality updates, advisory guidance and 

sharing ideas of how schools are using our modules has enabled teachers to focus on their key 

priorities whilst still ensuring their workload remains realistic during these challenging times.  

How we are helping schools: 

1. Attendance reporting: providing an easy-to-use attendance download for schools daily 

reporting to the DfE for vulnerable and critical worker children’s attendance.  Ensuring this is 

updated inline with attendance code updates and statutory changes.   

2. Attendance recording: supporting schools to use alias codes for recording and monitoring 

remote lesson attendance so they can swiftly act where there are concerns.  

3. Markbooks: functionality to enable schools to easily capture ‘centre assessed grades’ and 

rank order results within markbooks and to quickly export them across all subjects for 

reporting to the awarding bodies for the summer 2020 exam series.  

4. Sample markbooks: ideas for tracking and monitoring engagement with remote learning 

alongside assessment activities and fully customisable markbooks, which can be adapted to 

collate evidence to support teacher assessment for 2021 examination cohorts.  

5. Remote learning: setting of remote learning tasks via the homework module that can be 

accessed online or via our mobile app.  Using web addressses linked to your preferred 

remote learning platform tasks are shared with parents who can see the completion status 

marked by the student and the teacher tracking of completed work.  

6. Communication: Sharing key information with parents and students via the new student and 

parent site. The student’s timetable, completion of homework, assessments and attendance 

to online lessons is communicated live with home.  

7. Seating plans:  using our seating plans to ensure students remain socially distanced within 

their bubbles and to track and trace proximity when positive COVID test results become 

known.  Helping to keep your staff and your students safe.  

8. Tracking learning:  assessment may look different currently, but our markbooks ensure 

teachers can record key assessments completed and quickly see the impact of this on 

student progress.  This ensures teachers can make adjustments to support those students 

who are falling behind or provide work that reinforces learning.  

Further information for existing customers can be found in our embedded online resources.  

Non-customers can find out more at www.go4schools.com and contact us for more details 

enquiries@go4schools.com  
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